No concerns on either front.
Thanks.

From: Pagnucco, Carrie [CRT] (b) (6)
Sent: Friday, July 16, 2021 2:34 PM
To: Ruisanchez, Alberto (OASG) (b) (6)
Subject: FW: Voting EO contacts for stakeholder organization connections

Alberto, we are the only folks from DOJ on this follow-up email from Justin Levitt, and there isn't anyone from BOP/USMS. 2 questions:

1. (b) (5) DPP

Thanks for your thoughts!
Carrie

From: Levitt, Justin M. EOP/WHO (b) (6)
Sent: Friday, July 16, 2021 2:18 PM
To: Kumar.Chandran (b) (6), akhil.raj@cyg.com, lisa.carnahan@cyg.com, kerrianne.buchanan@cyg.com, kevin.mangold@cyg.com, jennifer.nist@cyg.com, melvin.a.baer@cyg.com, j.s.wiedemann@cyg.com, Josephine.Nguyen@cyg.com, nicole.enke@cyg.com, Ruisanchez, Alberto (OASG) (b) (6), swainsmith.katherine@cyg.com, daniel.brandt@cyg.com, trevor.norris@cyg.com, melissa.bryan@cyg.com, efron.brent@cyg.com, david.marsh@cyg.com, annamaria.lucas@cyg.com, victor.parker@cyg.com, darlynda.bogle@cyg.com, scott.frey@cyg.com, kilolo.kiakazi@cyg.com, lydia.marshall@cyg.com, adam.grower@cyg.com, blanca.freeman@cyg.com, klm.peyser@cyg.com, jeffrey.r.register@cyg.com, dave.e.beirne@cyg.com, william.r.mansell@cyg.com, jessica.v.williams@cyg.com, jessica.Cardichon@cyg.com, nick.lee@cyg.com, shalanda.baker@cyg.com, narayan.subramanian@cyg.com, Rachel.Pryor@cyg.com, melanie.rainer@cyg.com, Elly.H.Kugler@cyg.com, Chang.Chiu@cyg.com, CULLITON-GONZALEZ, KATHERINE@cyg.com, Tara.Matthews@cyg.com, Carol.Wu@cyg.com, Bryan_newland@cyg.com, anita.personius@cyg.com, Pagnucco, Carrie [CRT] (b) (6), Hanks.angela@cyg.com, orton.josh@cyg.com, myersj@cyg.com, MeeksJ@cyg.com, NortonB@cyg.com, Christopher.coes@cyg.com, @dot.gov, @dot.gov, mharrington@cyg.com, Cassidy.alison@cyg.com, efron.brent@cyg.com, Jacky.chang@cyg.com, dave.zeny@cyg.com, lynn.eisenberg@cyg.com, Shriver, Robert EOP@cyg.com, Thompson, Jamila EOP/USTR@cyg.com, Julie.verratt@cyg.com, adam.gower@cyg.com, SimonoffMA@cyg.com, blevitt@cyg.com, White, Virginia (HHS/IOS)@cyg.com, raashi.parihar@cyg.com, RODRIGUEZ, SABRINA@cyg.com
Cc: Vail, Justin W. EOP/WHO (b) (6), Schwartzto, Larry M. EOP/WHO
Subject: Voting EO contacts for stakeholder organization connections

Many thanks to those of you who participated in Monday’s session for input from voting rights organizations on implementing the access to voting executive order. We know the session packed a lot of rapid-fire feedback; we hope that the general input was informative, and that even the specific input directed at agencies other than your own may nevertheless have inspired some thought. We’re pulling together another session shortly, featuring organizations with particular expertise in engaging voting populations more difficult to reach; we’ll keep you updated. And we’ll continue to engage you on the individual strategic plans you’re pulling together. Thank you, again, for all of the work.

In the meantime, some of the stakeholder organizations had specific requests for connections to offer further input, either at an agency level or for a specific component. We’re not seeking to urge any meeting that you wouldn’t otherwise take, or answer any question that you wouldn’t otherwise answer for any external entity, particularly for plans still in progress. But in the event that you’d find the dialogue or input helpful, we’re happy to facilitate the contact so that the organizations can ask their questions or offer their input directly. Again, you should also feel free not to share a point of contact. We will only share agency points of contacts for agencies that say it would be helpful to them to hear directly from external stakeholders.

And so, if you would find it fruitful to engage organizations that would like to provide input to you on the implementation of the Executive Order, please let me know by EOD Monday, July 19, who the most appropriate contact to pass on to the organizations might be. We recognize that in some instances, that person may well be the same individual already designated as an Administration point of contact for the EO, but recognize that in some instances, the most appropriate external point of contact may be different.

Thank you again for all of your efforts.

Justin

--
Justin Levitt
Senior Policy Advisor for Democracy and Voting Rights
Domestic Policy Council
Sounds good. Thank you

On Jul 20, 2021, at 6:18 AM, Pagnucco, Carrie (CRT) wrote:

Sure – that works. Happy to defer to you about the best way to handle. If I get any outreach about DPP I’ll let you know.

Thanks, Carrie (and I know I owe you a response on your other email about the stakeholder session). My instinct – though Myesha and Adam may disagree – DPP

Hi Eric and Adam,

Following the Voting EO stakeholder engagement session last week, DPP

Thanks!
Carrie
Many thanks to those of you who participated in Monday’s session for input from voting rights organizations on implementing the access to voting executive order. We know the session packed a lot of rapid-fire feedback; we hope that the general input was informative, and that even the specific input directed at agencies other than your own may nevertheless have inspired some thought. We’re pulling together another session shortly, featuring organizations with particular expertise in engaging voting populations more difficult to reach; we’ll keep you updated. And we’ll continue to engage you on the individual strategic plans you’re pulling together. Thank you, again, for all of the work.

In the meantime, some of the stakeholder organizations had specific requests for connections to offer further input, either at an agency level or for a specific component. We’re not seeking to urge any meeting that you wouldn’t otherwise take, or answer any question that you wouldn’t otherwise answer for any external entity, particularly for plans still in progress. But in the event that you’d find the dialogue or input helpful, we’re happy to facilitate the contact so that the organizations can ask their questions or offer their input directly. Again, you should also feel free not to share a point of contact. We will only share agency points of contacts for agencies that say it would be helpful to them to hear directly from external stakeholders.

And so, if you would find it fruitful to engage organizations that would like to provide input to you on the implementation of the Executive Order, please let me know by EOD Monday, July 19, who the most appropriate contact to pass on to the organizations might be. We recognize that in some instances, that person may well be the same individual already designated as an Administration point of contact for the EO, but recognize that in some instances, the most appropriate external point of contact may be different.
Thank you again for all of your efforts.

Justin

--

Justin Levitt
Senior Policy Advisor for Democracy and Voting Rights
Domestic Policy Council

(b) (6)
Thank you.

From: Pagnucco, Carrie  [CRT]  (b) (6)
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 3:46 PM
To: Levitt, Justin M. EOP/WHO  (b) (6)
Subject: RE: Voting EO contacts for stakeholder organization connections

It’s just going to be me from DOJ (I’ll refer any outreach I get to the right people if it’s outside of CRT). Thanks, Justin!

From: Levitt, Justin M. EOP/WHO  (b) (6)
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 8:55 AM
To: Pagnucco, Carrie  [CRT]  (b) (6)
Subject: RE: Voting EO contacts for stakeholder organization connections

Thanks so very much, Carrie. Really appreciate it.

From: Pagnucco, Carrie  [CRT]  (b) (6)
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 8:30 AM
To: Levitt, Justin M. EOP/WHO  (b) (6)
Subject: RE: Voting EO contacts for stakeholder organization connections

Hi Justin,

Sorry for the late reply! (And thank you for the reminder.) Please add me to your list. I am checking to see if there are additional people who should be included and will get back to you this morning.

Thanks!

Carrie

Carrie Pagnucco
Senior Counsel
Office of the Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice

Pronouns: she/her/hers

From: Levitt, Justin M. EOP/WHO  (b) (6)
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2021 9:16 PM

Duplicative Material see p. 106
Subject: RE: Voting EC contacts for stakeholder organization connections

Hi, all. Just a reminder to please respond (replying to me individually), if you haven’t already. In the event that you’d find the dialogue or input with external stakeholders helpful, please send an appropriate contact; in the event that you’d rather not share a contact for external engagement on the executive order, that’s fine to say as well. But please do let me know one way or the other.

Thank you, again, for all of your efforts!

Justin
Duplicative Material